The article sets the cholera motif in Thomas Mann's famous novella Death in Venice against the historical context from which it partially originates. It is shown that this motif, while undoubtedly appropriated to serve Mann's own poetic ends, has a solid grounding in historical and autobiographical fact, thus blurring the boundaries between fact and fiction. The article illustrates the verifiable events of the outbreak of the Venetian cholera epidemic in May 1911, which Mann partly witnessed himself, during a holiday trip to Brioni and Venice, and partly heard and read about. It is established that Thomas Mann's account of the cholera in Venice in his novella is characterised by a rare and almost preternatural insightfulness into an otherwise murky affair that was marked by rumours, speculations and denials.
Introduction
"Factum non brutum est."This insight has, over recent years, gained increasing currency among historiographers 1 . Interdisciplinary research on the concept of narrative 2 has taught us that historical writing, as a linguistic artefact, may certainly be a methodologically sound, theoretically aware and empirically verifiable representation of a causally and chronologically ordered network of historical facts. And as such, it has its rightful place within the realm of scholarly endeavour. At the same time, however, -and this is a somewhat more novel idea -it is also the product of the creative imagination and is thus as much at home in the realm of fiction 3 . In this paper I attempt to show that this duality also applies, conversely, to the literary text: "Fictum non brutum est."The age of narratology has not least produced a growing awareness of the fact that tellers of stories can be, and indeed often are, tellers of history as well, interweaving fiction and fact, and illuminating both in the process.
This certainly applies to Thomas Mann's writings, which are by no means exclusively or even predominantly the products of an outstandingly innovative story-teller's creative imagination, conjured up, as it were, out of the "sorcerer's" hat. Alongside the fictitious and the fabulous, they also contain and articulate experiential and textual facts, and just like historiographic writings, they, too, owe their very existence to re-readings of textual forerunners that 'represent' reality. In the case of Death in Venice, these range from encyclopaedia entries and press reports to scientific papers. In a word, Thomas Mann's writings attest to the fact that story-telling can, just as historiography, have its roots in a factual realism while retaining its literary status, and it is precisely this blend of fact and fiction that makes an examination of the medical themes in Thomas Mann's oeuvre such an attractive and rewarding enterprise 4 . The medical set pieces not only play an important part in Mann's realism, but also contribute to the autobiographical character of his writing, and, as the example of the cholera motif in Death in Venice shows, lend a sense of solid scientific grounding that, for all of Mann's playful experimentation with myth and fairy tale, style and composition, distinguishes his writings.
1S ee the programmatic title "Auch Klio dichtet" of the German translation of Hayden White's essay collection. 2B erkhofer 1955; Haubrichs 1976 Haubrichs -1978 Lämmert 1982; Koselleck/Stempel 1972; Kocka/ Nipperdey 1979; Koselleck/Lutz/Rüsen 1982; Röttgers 1982; Schiffer 1980; Schmitz 2002; Ricoeur 1988 . 3K insky /Rütten 2009. 4F or the methodologically complex issue of medical realism in fiction, see Rothfield 1992. It may come as a bit of a surprise that, in view of the abundance and general lucidity of the existing critical commentary on Death in Venice, very little or, as in some cases, no attention whatsoever has been paid to a whole host of autobiographical and contemporary events that yet inform the novella in fundamental ways 5 . If mentioned at all, cholera has been understood as a symbol or as a motif variously interpreted in psychoanalytical, sexual-pathological, political or mythological terms; elsewhere, cholera is referred to as a metaphor for the monstrous rebound effect of colonial ideology or as an intertextual reference to the lives and works of Platen and Flaubert, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, Tschaikovsky and Winckelmann, Tu rgenjew and Feuerbach 6 . Only occasionally do we find a reference to cholera as a real and historically verifiable event that Thomas Mann himself witnessed, endured (at least retrospectively) and finally worked through intellectually 7 . And only a few critics have recognised that Thomas Mann's virtuoso realism does indeed extend to his treatment of cholera in Death in Venice
8
, and only a handful seem to acknowledge that one of the last European cholera epidemics, after all a major event 9 , forms one of the novella's central themes 10 .
Chronology and narrative
As established in an earlier publication 11 , Thomas and Katia Mann left for Venice on Sunday, 7th May 1911. With some likelihood they took the overnight train to Tr ieste, stayed there for 24 hours, and, the next morning, a Tu esday, boarded a ship to Pola and thence to Brioni where they put up at the Hotel Neptun I ( fig. 1) 
12
. The Brioni Island Gazette lists "Mr Thomas Mann, writer, and wife" as among the guests staying on the island between 5th and 5F or the secondary literature on Death in Venice, see Shookman 2003 . 6F or references and quotes see Rütten 2005, 126-129 . For further details and lucid observations, see Braches 2007, 25-31 . I am grateful to Dr Braches for sending me a copy of his commentary. 7Z orzanello 1996, 180; Pabst 2004, 179, 198-209; Braches 2007 Braches , 47-53. 8H ellpach 1913 Braches , 1f. 9L ongmate 1966 Bourdelais/Dodin 1987; Evans 1987; Evans 1988; Jahn 1994; Snowden 1995; Stolberg 1995; Tognotti 2000 . 10 Amory 1964 Winston 1981, 267; Sandberg 1991, 107 . See also Zorzanello 1996, 186f.; Pabst 2004 , 198-209. 11 Rütten 2005 12 The boat trip from Tr iest to Pola took between 4 and 8 hours. See Illustrierter Führer, 27.
I am grateful to Ernst Braches for sharing this reference with me.
25th May ( fig. 2) 
13
. Since Thomas Mann learned of Mahler's death which occurred on 18th May at Brioni (XI, 583; see also XIII, 149), 19th May suggests itself as terminus post quem for the Manns' onward journey to Venice. They departed from Venice on 2nd June and, once more travelling by overnight train, would have arrived back home in Munich on Saturday, June 3 14 . As far as von Aschenbach's itinerary is concerned, it is a well-known fact that the narrator in Death in Venice remains conspicuously vague about the times and dates of the events he relates. While the century in which the story 13 Brioni Insel-Zeitung 16 (14th May 1911) is set is disclosed, the precise year is not only not mentioned, but positively effaced and replaced by two dots (2.1, 501)
15
. Von Aschenbach's departure from Munich is vaguely described as taking place "on a day some time between the middle and the end of May" (2.1, 516), and he stays on the island of Brioni for "one and a half weeks" (2.1, 517) before travelling, via Pola, on to Venice, where he stays for at least four weeks before he dies. Thomas Mann's notes (Arbeitsnotizen), however, reveal a somewhat more elaborate chronology 16 . According to these notes, von Aschenbach leaves Munich on 22nd May so that he would have reached Brioni on 24th May. After a ten-day stay on the island, he would, as the notes explicitly state, have taken the ship across to Venice on 2nd June. As we will recall, it was on 2nd June that Thomas Mann left Venice to return to Munich. According to the notes (Arbeitsnotizen), this is also the day of von Aschenbach's arrival at Venice. Should this be pure coincidence? If not, then 24th May, the day of his arrival on Brioni, is perhaps not wholly arbitrary either. In analogy to the literary play with the 2nd June, the 24th could be the day that the Manns left Brioni for Venice, which would agree with the Island Gazette's list of guests for that week 17 . In other words, the temporal vagueness of the novella's narrative turns out to be grounded in a very precise chronology after all -a chronology, moreover, that stands in a direct relationship to Thomas and Katia Mann's own travel itinerary. Lagging about two weeks 15 A diametrically opposed interpretation of these two dots can be found in 2.2, 21, where the passage in question is cited as an example of the narrative convention "die durch Geheimhaltung der angeblichen 'Tatsachen' die Illusion einer dahinter stehenden Wirklichkeit erzeugen soll".The reality ("Wirklichkeit") underpinning Mann's novella, however, is anything but an illusion, and the concealment ("Geheimhaltung") was not of alleged ("angeblichen") , but rather of historically verifiable facts.For a confirmation of my understanding of the two dots, see Braches 2007, 45-53 , who also emphasises the mythological and symbolic meaning of such temporal vagueness. 16 Reed 1991, 107 (= f. 28v behind, von Aschenbach nevertheless stays close on Thomas and Katia's heels, yet wherever he arrives, the writer and his wife have just left. It seems that the writer and his alter ego can never quite merge into one, but merely wave to each other, as it were, from passing boats or trains travelling in opposite directions. Furthermore, Thomas Mann "corrects" and, in view of his own as well as his wife's comments on their visit to Brioni and the Appenine Mountains
18
, somewhat idealises his own travels in the novella by both shortening von Aschenbach's stay on Brioni and saving him, once in Venice, the detour into the Appenines. Most importantly, however, it is against the background of cholera that the game Mann plays with the two itineraries reveals its true significance. It may well have been quite late into his travels or maybe even only once he was safely back home in Munich that Thomas Mann realised what grave dangers he and his wife had so narrowly escaped, and the worrying thought of "What if?" now never seems far from his mind. What if they had set off a couple of weeks later, stayed that little bit longer, or had not made the acquaintance of that friendly clerk at Thomas Cook's?
Bacteriological preliminaries on the island of Brioni
If our proposed chronology is correct, the Manns arrived on Brioni on Tu esday, 9th May 1911. While they would not have come into contact with cholera or even with credible rumours about it during their stay on the island, they would have encountered a figure whose name was and is inextricably linked to the disease: Robert Koch (1843 Koch ( -1910 . It was centrally thanks to Koch's efforts that the island of Brioni had, at the beginning of the 20th century, been able to transform itself into the "Pearl of the Adriatic" 20 : in 1901, at the request of Paul Kupelwieser (1843 Kupelwieser ( -1919 Koch had first sent a number of his assistants to Brioni and later joined them in person to rid the island of malaria and thus make it a safer place to inhabit ( fig. 3) 
22
. This mighty deed earned him the enduring gratitude of the islanders, a gratitude eloquently expressed not only in the pages of the Island Gazette
23
, but also in the form of a monument commemorating Koch's services to Brioni ( fig. 4) 
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. Brioni had served as a sort of outdoor laboratory for the then just emerging scientific study of hygiene. Deadly pathogens -by now in absentia -led a very public existence here, and the island became a showcase for Prussian prophylactic programmes whose civilising blessings were proudly paraded in front of the aristocratic, moneyed and intellectual elites of Europe. Thanks to technical advances such as a mainland-fed supply of drinking water, independent food resources, refrigeration and steam-heating systems, electricity, favourable climatic conditions and military rear cover in the shape of the naval port at Pola, Brioni had been delivered from malaria and also freed from other infectious dis- , was capable of achieving: nature itself could become a laboratory, the protective line against the plague -which, after all, also served as a protective line against cholera -could, geographical borders notwithstanding, be modified, and hygiene, together with the military, could, via the blessings of colonisation, advance the grand project of civilisation across the globe. During his stay on the island 26 , Thomas Mann would undoubtedly have taken note of the cult surrounding the figure of Koch, especially since, at the time, rumours (swiftly denied in the pages of said Island Gazette) 27 were circulating about an epidemic of scarlet fever. Bacteriological concerns would thus not have been far from everyone's mind when, on 24th May, the Manns left Brioni for Venice.
Venice and the outbreak of cholera
Once within the bounds of the laguna, "the aged [...] craft of Italian provenance" (2.1, 517) came to a complete halt, "for we had to await the barge of the health authorities" (2.1, 521). I am, of course, quoting from Death in Venice here. It ought to be safe to assume, however, that Thomas Mann's impressions of his arrival at Venice were not all that dissimilar to those he then ascribes to von Aschenbach's fictional approach to the city. A health inspection of a domestic vessel, its cargo and its passengers would only make sense in the context of the 1911 cholera epidemic. The city may well have wanted to assure its visitors of its earnest endeavours to keep the cholera at bay and prevent its introduction to Venice by patrolling incoming traffic. In terms of narrative composition, the cholera motif in this instance functions much like a suspension would in musical terms. Cholera, the centrality of which to the overall conception of the novella can be gleaned from the long excerpts from 25 See the following contemporary voices : Flaton 1911/12; Pfleiderer 1912; Sudhoff 1911 an encyclopaedia that fill page after page of Mann's notes (Arbeitsnotizen) 28 , haunts the text as a "nameless horror" long before it is finally named towards the end of chapter 5 -long before the strategy of banishing fear by studiously avoiding all mention of the dreaded word finally falters 29 . And yet, when the Manns arrived at Venice, the city had already identified its first cholera victims. A washerwoman from the De Prà laundry had fallen ill on 22nd May from the unmistakable symptoms of the disease 30 . The woman had collapsed in front of the Scuola di Belle Arti the day after doing the barracks' laundry. Under the pretext of needing some construction work done, the building was closed for 24 hours enabling authorities to undertake a thorough disinfection 31 . The following day, however, the cholera claimed its first victim. In spite of numerous precautionary measures that had been in place since the previous year, during which the epidemic had already been rife in other parts of 28 Thomas Mann's notes (Arbeitsnotizen), where they refer to cholera (Thomas Mann Archiv, Mp XI 13e/22 and 24; 2.2, 486-493; Braches 2008, 56-64, 66-73) , show how thoroughly he had engaged with this seemingly marginal theme of his novella.On the provenance of his excerpts, see Braches 2008, 56-64, 66-73 . His excerpts show how thoroughly Thomas Mann, consulting encyclopaedia articles at his disposal, researched not only the disease as such, but also individual cholera epidemics and related questions of public health and hygiene. 29 See Briese 2001. Against the assertion that the "dionysische Bedeutungsstrang" within the novella already becomes "endgültig dominant" prior to the "Entdeckung der fatalen Choleraepidemie", as well as against the view that, in terms of plot, myth (i.e. Dionysos) dominates reality (i.e. cholera) and that the cholera infection merely happens "wie beiläufig" (Dierks 1972, 27) , one has to argue that both the Dionysian element and the cholera undergo a sort of incubation period within the narrative prior to their actual manifestation (as "der fremde Gott" and "die Cholera", respectively). Myth and reality thus run parallel to and are dramatised in conjunction with one another. The fact that cholera, too, is alluded to way before chapter 5, and the fact that dirt, fever, damp, stench and, last but not least, the tiger motif all prelude and anticipate the cholera is attested by the mention of the tiger (2.1, 504 and 507), the "unreinliche[n] Matrosen" (2.1, 517), the "schmutzig-schillernde[n] Wasser[s]" (2.1, 519), the "feucht[en] Wind[es]" (2.1, 520), the "Barke des Sanitätsdienstes" (2.1, 521), the "fauligen Geruch[s] der Lagune" (2.1, 533), the "faul riechende[n] Lagune" (2.1, 541) and the "Fieberdunstes" hanging over the laguna (2.1, 542) in chapters 1 and 3. 30 In his autobiography, Amadeo Nasalli Rocca (1856 Rocca ( -1933 1910 -1913 , sottofasc. Venezia. On Vivante (1864 -1965 , who received a "medaglia d'argento" in recognition of his services to public health during the 1911 cholera epidemic, see Somma 1981, 222-231 . See also Gallo 1923 , 93. 31 See Nasalli Rocca 1946 . Even though Nasalli Rocca's autobiography, written in 1920, is teeming with errors, half-truths and historical misrepresentations, I see no reason to doubt the accuracy of this particular piece of information.
the country, the cholera had finally arrived in Venice. It had not been enough to monitor standards of hygiene in the soil, in housing conditions and in food supplies, to subject visitors and their accommodation to regular checks, to impress on all local doctors their duty to notify the authorities of each suspected new case or to train the local police force in the practice of disinfection
32
. The health authority's barge had been another one of those precautionary measures, but by the time the Manns were awaiting its arrival (and even more so when von Aschenbach was waiting for it), the barge had become little more than part of the elaborate game of hide-and-seek that the municipal authorities were playing with Venetians and visitors alike. Cholera had taken hold of the city, and the barge's function was, by now, reduced to that of a sedative for new arrivals; it was, after all, in the authorities' interest to leave visitors labouring under the illusion that Venice continued to be hermetically sealed off from the outside threat of infection.
Further cholera signs and official dementi of their existence
By 28th May, the cholera incidence in Venice had risen to 6 new cases a day ( fig. 5) 
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. On the island of Sacca Sessola, an isolation ward had been set up to cater for up to 50 cholera patients. Anyone suffering from cholera whether clinically or bacteriologically confirmed, was taken there. And anyone who had come in contact with these diseased and any cholera suspect were in turn quarantined in the 60-bed Ospedale Umberto I and on the island San Elena, before being either released or transported to Sacca Sessola as well. During the last week of May -that is, during the time that Thomas Mann, discounting his short trip into the Appenine Mountains, stayed on the Lido -, at least two cases were bacteriologically, i.e. according to two of Koch's criteria (isolation and cultivation), confirmed as incidences of cholera asiatica
34
. Thomas Mann seems to have come across rumours of these cases, for he writes in Death in Venice: "But in the middle of May of that year, on a single day, at Venice, the dreadful vibriones were found in the emaciated and blackened bodies of a boatman's assistant and a greengrocer woman" (2.1, 578). In fact, these two cases almost prompted the authorities to breach the moratorium, but because political pressure was enormous they kept quiet 35 . In spite of the threats of draconian punishment that accompanied the official attempts at a cover-up, talk of cholera was rife among the residents of Venice, as is shown by a letter written by Italo Svevo to his wife Livia from Murano on 1st June 1911 36 . It is quite possible that some of that ubiquitous talk would also have reached Thomas Mann's ears. At an official level, however, the potential commercial, economic, political and social implications of a disclosure of the true state of affairs had led to a nationally decreed policy of silence and appeasement, the enforcement of which Prime Minister Giovanni Giolitti 35 Nasalli Rocca 1946, 285: "Però un giorno venne l'ordine di denunciare ufficialmente con l'appoggio di documenti scientifici, due casi di colera. La denuncia stava per partire, quando l'ordine venne revocato in seguito a rimostranze di un deputato." According to Vivante 1917, 68 , there were indeed "fruttivendoli" among the afflicted, but no "verdurieri". For the time being, one can only speculate on whether Thomas Mann's "Schifferknecht" denotes one of the ten "facchini di marittime" or one of the three "pescatori" listed by Vivante. 36 Svevo 1986, 402-404 
Political and economical considerations
Another at least superficially crucial factor in the official cover-up were the constitutional festivities planned for 4th June, which were to mark the 50th anniversary of Italian unification with much pomp and the unveiling of a national monument to King Vittorio Emanuele II (Re galantuomo) in Rome
39
.An open admission of a national cholera epidemic would hardly have enticed 200,000 people to travel to Rome for the occasion, and Giolitti would have cut a far less convincing figure when he remarked during his opening speech that the presence of Italy's friends and allies from all over the world, who were attending the patriotic commemorations in such a remarkable spirit of cordiality, had to be regarded as "renewed testimony to their re-37 At this point in time, Giolitti had just entered his fourth term of office as Italy's Prime Minister (the fourth of a total of five terms: 1892-1893; 1903-1905; 1906-1909; 1911-1914; 1920-1921 spectful recognition of Italy's global mission of peace and civilisation" 40 . The reality, however, was very different. The same Giolitti had ordered the local Venetian press to keep silent on the subject of cholera 41 . Henceforth the press confined itself to denying any cholera-related rumours. We thus also have to disagree most emphatically with a scholar whose comparative study of contemporary Italian press reports lead him to the doubtful conclusion that the 1911 cholera epidemic was much less serious than Death in Venice suggests, and that it did not damage the Italian tourist industry in the slightest during the 1911 summer season 42 . If we want to determine the true extent of the epidemic, local newspapers are by far the least reliable source of information -a historical fact that, incidentally, is also reflected in Mann's novella: "Back at the hotel, he [i.e. von Aschenbach] went into the lobby and scanned the various newspapers on the , 1882-1915, b. 194 (casuistica di colera; in ordine di provincia), fasc. Venezia. In his exculpatory autobiography (Nasalli Rocca 1946, 283) , Nasalli Rocca claims that the press had unanimously agreed to keep quiet about the cholera in the interest of preventing the worrying news from spreading and to avoid a potential panic among the populace. There were definitely social reasons for keeping the cholera epidemic a secret, as recent events in Calabria seemed to prove. There, widespread rioting had broken out after the vast majority of cholera cases had occurred among the poor, who, by somewhat daring inference, accused the rich of being directly responsible for the cholera outbreak. The government, it was believed, had dispersed poisoned powder in an attempt to kill off a sizeable portion of the region's poor, whose numbers had been recorded in a census only the year before. Cholera riots were as widely feared as they were common. See, for example, for the earlier cholera pandemics Burrell/Gill 2005; Gill et al. 2001; Gill 2000; Rousseau/Haycock 2003; Richardson 1988 Richardson /2001 Durey 1979; Pelling 1978; Morris 1976; Briggs 1961 . In the early 20th century, in Italy as elsewhere, however, these riots were not any longer motivated by a fear of body-snatching or "burking", but were rather an expression of popular resistance against government measures such as the isolation and quarantine of patients, special burial requirements, control of the movement of goods and people, and public assembly bans -coercive measures, in other words, which ran contrary to traditional cultural practices. Sticker 1912, 296, sums foreign-language ones" (2.1, 564). Once again, the writer reveals himself as a meticulous chronicler of facts.
A foreign cholera victim: Anton Franzky
In the same week, i.e. the last week of May, an incidence occurred which even the Italian authorities could not conceal from public notice. It finds the following echo in Death in Venice: "A man from the Austrian provinces, who had visited Venice for pleasure for a few days, died, once back in his home town, of unambiguous symptoms, and so the first rumours of the visitation upon the city made their way into the German newspapers" (2.1, 578f.). This passage corresponds in every detail with the historical realities of the final week of May 1911 43 . First of all: the man from the Austrian provinces really did exist. His name was Anton Franzky, and, just as the novella describes, he had died of cholera shortly after his return from Venice to his home town of Waltendorf near Graz
44
. As far as Franzky's case was concerned, Thomas Mann did not have to rely on rumours or on his command of the Italian language to acquaint himself with the facts. The case had been making the headlines in the German-language press for the entire month of June, and, once back in Munich, Mann would no doubt have followed the reports with some eagerness. The scandal had, after all, first broken while he himself had still been at Venice, and it is more than likely that Franzky's case had played a major part in the Manns' decision to cut short their visit and return home early. The "German newspapers" referred , head of the University of Graz's Institute of Hygiene, confirmed Dr Ott's clinical diagnosis,e veryone with whom Franzky had come into contact since his return was also taken to the Hospital. Eventually, the newspaper published reports about Franzky's death at 12.30 p.m. that same day in the Protestant Hospital at Graz, and how his corpse was transported to the isolation room at Graz central cemetery where it was dissected before the coffin was sent to the protestant cemetery to be lowered immediately into its burial plot. Only then were members of the family, who had been granted leave from quarantine, allowed to approach the plot in front of which distressing scenes took place. There were reports that Franzky's by now empty house was promptly disinfected by a team of doctors dressed in cholera cloaks.The train in which Franzky had reached Graz was located in Marburg, withdrawn from circulation and disinfected as well.
Responses of the Venetian authorities
The Venetian authorities, meanwhile, reacted to the news by issuing further denials, trying their best to reassure an increasingly suspicious international public that Venice continued to be a completely cholera-free place
53
. Probably in response to the reports in German-language newspapers that stated that Franzky had contracted the disease by consuming oysters and mussels, the authorities did concede that there had been a small number of cases of gastroenteritis and that the sale of oysters and seafood would henceforth be prohibited. Again with complete accuracy Thomas Mann describes the practical implementation of these measures in Death in Venice: "On every street corner, printed notices proclaimed that, due to certain affections of the gastric system, nothing out of the ordinary in this weather, the city's elders warned the population against the consumption of oysters and mussels" (2.1, 564). These public notices really did appear all over the city at the time ( fig. 6 Rocca 1946, 285) , Nasalli Rocca blames Giolitti for the denials of the Venetian cholera outbreak: "Cosicchè a Venezia il colera in modo ufficiale non esistette mai." 54 Venice, Archivio Storico del Comune di Venezia (Celestia), Colera Misure preventive contro il colera IV, 2, 19, 1910 . On the meaning and use of such notices for the purpose of public information (and manipulation), see Shepard 1973 . Vivante 1917 , confirms this announcement: "Varie ordinanze furono pubblicate dal Sindaco per sopprimere, come si express "purpose of preempting any possible causes of gastrointestinal complaints", the notices first prohibited fishing for fish, crustaceans and mussels in ditches, ponds or heavily soiled canals as well as in the outlets of municipal sewers; to this were later added prohibitions against all fishing in the city's rivers and canals as well as against all fishing within a radius of 100 metres off the city's shores; eventually, even the washing of crustaceans in water from the city's rivers or canals was prohibited 55 .I n case of noncompliance, the goods in question were to be confiscated and destroyed, and hefty fines were to be applied. 
The protest of the Medical fraternity of Venice and the Veneto
On Wednesday 31st May -the Manns were still at Venice, or, to be more precise, had just returned to the city after their short trip into the Appenine Mountains -, the Medical fraternity of Venice and the Veneto held a meeting at which they registered their protest against the official hush-up. In a petition submitted to the city's prefect, they demanded a public information campaign on cholera.The gathered medical professionals also passed a resolution in which they expressed their discontent at having been sworn to absolute secrecy by the government. They deplored the foolishness of the national and regional administrations that had led to the concealment of the true state of the city's sanitary affairs and had, it was perceived, hampered the medical profession in doing its work. They demanded a hygiene propaganda campaign and the implementation of preventive medical measures, and decided to distribute 2000 leaflets that would warn the city's population of the dangers of the cholera asiatica and provide information on sensible safeguards
56
. However, the Venetian prefect, Amadeo Nasalli Rocca 57 ordered a night-time raid on the printing shop the Medical Association had instructed and had both the general post office and the central train station searched. The leaflets were confiscated and the chief public prosecutor could be persuaded to give the operation his retrospective blessing. On 1st June, Giolitti, who had signed responsible or at least sanctioned the local authority's actions in this respect, ordered the Venetian prefect to summon the leaders of the protest to his offices and impress on them the criminal nature of their actions. The punishments they were threatened with ranged from hefty fines to imprisonment 58 . Davide Giordano 56 Snowden 1995, 348f . 57 Until 9th July, with the exception of weekends, Nasalli Rocca sent daily bulletins to the Ministry of the Interior in Rome. From 11th September onwards, this sad duty fell to his successor Carlo Cataldi (1844 Cataldi ( -1934 . On Cataldi, see Missori 1989, 622; Calendario generale del Regno d'Italia PEL 1912, 969 . I was able to consult these bulletins from Venice at the State Archive of Rome, where they are reposited under Rome, Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Ministero dell'Interno, Direzione Generale della Sanità, 1882 Sanità, -1915 (casuistica di colera; in ordine di provincia), fasc. Venezia. Nasalli Rocca ends his autobiography (Nasalli Rocca 1946, 282-289) with an account of the Venetian cholera epidemic. 58 On 1st June 1911, Giolitti personally wrote to Nasalli Rocca:"Deploro vivamente inconsulta criminosa agitazione medici ospedalieri -Chiami subito a se capi movimento e faccia loro presente responsabilità che si assumerebbero persistendo in un agitazione che è un vero delitto verso la loro città ed il loro paese." Rome, Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Ministero dell'Interno, Direzione Generale della Sanità, 1882 Sanità, -1915 . 178, fasc. Condizioni sanitarie del Regno. See also Snowden 1995 Snowden , 348. (1864 Snowden -1954 , who in the files appears as "presidente sanitaria" . In his novel Thomas Mann seems to echo rumours about such controversies when writing: "Venice's chief medical officer, a man of outstanding merit, had resigned in protest and was, on the quiet, replaced by a more pliable personage. The people knew this" (2.1, 580). Even if "cholera riots" may be a rather grand term to describe the protests by the physicians of Venice -the confrontation did not, as it had done in other places, involve firearms and imprisonment after all -, it is still noteworthy that the medical profession apparently refused to take part in the closing of ranks displayed by politicians and businessmen at the time. The fact that the city's entire Medical fraternity as well as the local press and printing shops had come to 59 Davide Giordano, at the time, was practising as "medico Chirurgo Primario" at the Ospedale
Civile. See Venice, Archivio Storico del Comune di Venezia (Celestia), Elenco degli esercenti l'arte salutare relativo all'anno 1911, IV/3/5. On Giordano see Thorek 1924; Romani 1964; Artico et al. 1998 . 60 For example in a cable from Nasalli Rocca to the Ministry of the Interior,dated 2nd June 1911, where we read: "Già aveva fatto pratiche ieri nel senso indicatomi da V. E. con suo telegramma 1 corrente N 15682 con Dottor Giordano presidente sanitaria che comprende tutti medici città e provincia. , 1882-1915, b . 181, fasc. Rapporti degli ispettori sanitari sul colera, sottofasc. Venezia. In his autobiography Nasalli Rocca 1946, 283f ., writes that Giolitti had been furious at the news of the cholera outbreak and had sent an "ispettore generale del Ministero" from Rome, who had forced him, Nasalli Rocca, to pen a "rapporto completamente falso" according to which two people had died of gastroenteritis as a result of the consumption of mussels. This report further stated that the cholera rumours that had subsequently spread among the general public were entirely unfounded as the bacteriological examinations ordered by the authorities had shown without a shadow of a doubt that there was no cholera in Venice. He, Nasalli Rocca, had sent this "favola" to Rome, accompanied, however, by a telegram in which he had expressed his indignation at having been forced to lie to his superiors by the central government's envoy. Instead of accepting Nasalli Rocca's offer of resignation, however, Giolitti had reputedly told him that he wanted him to stick to the truth at all times and remain in office.The "ispettore generale x" was, according to Nasalli Rocca, replaced by another, and the "Ufficio Batteriologico di Venezia" confirmed that the bacteriological examinations had found no suspected cases of cholera so that a cholera outbreak could be ruled out with absolute certainty. Nasalli Rocca muses that it was probably this document that was used by Rome to deceive foreign diplomats about the true state of affairs.Ihave so far been unable to locate the enciphered telegrams that went back and forth between the Venetian prefecture and the Ministry of the Interior in Rome during the last week of May 1911.
feel the repressive lash of central government could hardly have escaped the public's notice. What is more, many Venetians would have been personally acquainted with one or more of the cholera fatalities that, by now, occurred on a daily basis, and they would have witnessed the disinfections or at least have come across their olfactory traces in the course of their everyday lives. Svevo's letter, mentioned earlier and written on the selfsame 1st June, confirms beyond doubt that the cholera epidemic was, by now, in the public domain
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The provisional escape
Again on 1st June, the Manns 64 went to see a travel agent -another real-life experience that the author subsequently seems to have incorporated into the narrative of Death in Venice:
The following day, in the afternoon, the obstinate writer took a renewed step into the outside world, and this time with considerable success in more than one quarter. That is to say, he stepped from the Piazza San Marco into the English travel agency located nearby, and after he had exchanged some money at the cashier's, he addressed the duty-clerk with the air of a suspicious stranger and put to him his fatal question. (2.1, 577)
The travel agency in question was a branch of Thomas Cook's, whose Venice office, in 1911, occupied the ground floor of the Hotel Bellevue on the "Piazzetta dei Leoncini N o 289" 65 . At the time, this was the only branch of Thomas Cook's in Venice; a second office was opened on the Lido in 1913. Unfortunately, the Thomas Cook archive, now held at Peterborough, does not contain any records that would shed light on the identity of the clerk in question. What we do know, however, is that Thomas Cook's responded to the epidemic by not offering any Italian and/or Venetian tours between 20th May (the last day of regular travel) and 12th August 1911 (the first day of resumed regular travel) 66 . It should thus be safe to assume that this episode from Mann's Death in Venice, too, has an autobiographical fundamentum in re. The fact that the British clerk was, on a hot day in June, "clad in woollens" (2.1, 577) would have signalled many con- temporary readers of the novella that he was taking his own precautions against cholera
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Further facts and fictions
On 2nd June, the Manns left Venice for Munich taking the overnight train. On the very same day, von Aschenbach, as we know, arrives at Venice. Again on the very same day, Nasalli Rocca sent the following telegram to the Department of Health in Rome:
I shall summon him [Giordano] once more to my offices and shall hold confidential talks with our most prominent and influential doctors, who are all fully cognizant of the facts since they personally carried out the bacteriological examination of the two cases that were admitted to hospital. Our most important newspapers continue to maintain their silence […] .
Tw o other papers have run reports on the public health system, but only in order to issue denials and allay fears. I shall nevertheless contact them again to remind them that they ought not to mention the subject at all, which would reassure people most.
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These officially decreed sedation tactics did no fail to produce the desired effect on a sizeable number of contemporary witnesses. Hermann Bahr , for instance, not only writes in his diary that he is determined not to let "the ridiculous cholera agitation in the Austrian press" spoil "the wonderful time" he is having during his stay on the Lido in the early part of June 1911 69 , but also pens a letter to the editor of the Neue Freie Presse, stating: "To the concerned enquiries of our friends I should answer that I am absolutely convinced, not least on the strength of the information I have received from reliable sources, that there has not been a single case of the cholera in the whole of Venice." 70 67 See s.v. " Cholera", Brockhaus' Konversations-Lexikon, 14th revised edition, vol. 4, Leipzig, Berlin, 1892, pp. 254-259, on During the first phase of the cholera epidemic, which lasted from 22nd May to 16th June 1911, the Venetian authorities recorded 52 cases of cholera, 16 of which proved fatal. Thomas Mann exaggerates these figures slightly when he writes in Death in Venice: "But after just one week, there were twenty or even thirty, and in different quarters of the city at that" (2.1, 578) 71 . A second wave of the epidemic announced itself on 27th June with yet another confirmed case, followed on 2nd July by a second and, on 5th July, a third. Between 6th and 15th July, a total of 39 patients were confirmed as suffering from cholera, 11 of whom died of the disease during this period. A third phase started on 25th July and lasted for about two months. Tw entytwo of the 64 cholera cases occurring during this period proved fatal. The situation was exacerbated during yet another wave of the epidemic: between 8th October and 2nd November, 89 people contracted the disease, 38 of whom died.According to Vivante, Venice saw a total of 247 cholera cases during the year 1911, 88 of them fatal 72 .
Death from cholera
In his novella Thomas Mann presumably has Gustav von Aschenbach meet his death during the second phase of the Venetian cholera epidemic that lasted until 15th July 73 . Von Aschenbach's death, both viewed from the vantage point of today's state of medical knowledge and according to contemporary medical views, could well have resulted from a cholera infection. Georg Sticker, for example, writes in his book on cholera:
In its most extreme form, the disease causes instant death, as is the case with […] cholera sicca, which kills instantaneously or within minutes without preceding or concomitant symptoms. This form of the disease is rarer in European epidemics, but has been observed more frequently in India, where […] natives fleeing from a cholera-infected place, soldiers on a march, or journeying pilgrims were seen sinking to the ground as if struck by lightning and, asked what might be the matter with them, answered that they were feeling dizzy, complained of a buzzing in their ears and a clouding or complete loss of vision, and expired within a few minutes.
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It seems plausible that Thomas Mann has his protagonist von Aschenbach die of precisely this, the "most Asian" form of cholera, which, incidentally, was also known as cholera apoplectica. After all, von Aschenbach himself complains on the day of his death of "feeling ill" and suffering from "half corporeal spells of dizziness" (2.1, 590). Vivante also confirms that, over the course of the epidemic, all clinical forms of cholera, ranging from abortive to rapidly fatal courses of the disease, could be witnessed 75 . The novella's portrayal of cholera is thus not only plausible and naturalistic throughout, but also absolutely consistent with both medical and historical facts. The fact that the final phrase of this part of the novella's contrapuntal score merges with countless other closing phrases to form a complex and often ambiguous final chord that also allows for mythological, philosophical and cultural interpretations of von Aschenbach's death does not detract from, but rather enriches our medico-historical reading.
Conclusion
The cholera motif in Death in Venice, while undoubtedly appropriated to serve Mann's own poetological ends, has a solid grounding in historical and autobiographical fact, including: 1. Thomas Mann's own experiences of cholera and its far-reaching consequences at Lübeck . Some of the specific elements of the cholera motif in Death in Venice have so far not been recognised as historically or indeed autobiographically motivated at all.Their identification as such, however, confirms a statement that has been gaining increasing currency in Mann criticism over recent years, namely the assertion that the writer preferred to find rather than invent the material for his fiction. Our own findings underscore the novella's autobiographical character, which, albeit in a different context, has always been recognised by the critical community 81 . In some instances the dates of individual autobiographical encounters such as the one with the street-musicians were altered to fit von Aschenbach's fictional itinerary; as far as cholera is concerned, however, Thomas Mann incorporates the historical facts into his novella with complete accuracy. His treatment of the 1911 cholera epidemic thus forms an integral part of the realistic, compositionally meaningful (XI, 124) surface structure of Death in Venice. The medical set pieces in Thomas Mann's polyphonic textual scores lend a sense of solid scientific and historical grounding that distinguishes his von 1910-1911 , die trotz der Bemühungen der italienischen Behörden allmählich europaweit bekannt wurde", one nevertheless ought to consider the exceptional position Venice occupied both in the cholera epidemic itself and in the resultant information and disinformation strategies employed by both local and national authorities. News about cases of cholera in Venice spread only by hearsay, and there were about as many official denials as there were rumours going around. How easy it was to arrive at conclusions very different from Thomas Mann's is shown by an article entitled "Cholera in Italy" and published on 5th July in The Times. At the time Mann's novella was published, "die skandalösen Hintergründe der Epidemie von 1911" were only "längst allgemein bekannt" (as we read in 2.2, 381) in so far as they had been the subject of much discussion in editorial columns and letters to the editors of several newspapers. Even after Venice had been successfully ridded of cholera, there were no official statements (let alone statistical data about the epidemic).Vivante's 1917 report is, to my knowledge, the first substantial admission on the part of the authorities that a cholera epidemic had indeed occurred.At that time people no longer cared two hoots about an event that had taken place before the First World War and, what is more, had "only" involved a hundred or so fatalities. The quantum leap in fatality brought about by the First World War virtually dwarfed the ephemeral cholera deaths that had occurred in Venice in 1911. 83 2.2, 381, raises the by no means unimportant question as to why neither Rome nor the Venetian authorities reacted in any way to the publication of Mann's novella. This point appears all the more pertinent if we recall that they certainly did respond, as I have shown, to German-language newspaper reports and other German-language comments on the epidemic at the time. The relatively late publication of the Italian translation of the novella thus cannot be regarded as a significant factor here. One answer to the question probably lies in the truism that, from the point of view of governments at least, the mass-impact of newspaper reports provokes, then as now, a rather more urgent call for action than novellas do. My own random sampling of various popular newspapers revealed a hit ratio of 100% for reports on the cholera and Franzky's case in particular, which would suggest that rumours and speculation about the situation were indeed rife and by no means confined to the readerships of the newspapers and medical journals listed here. Novellas, by contrast, reach a relatively small audience, even if they are bestsellers, and readers of fiction tend, by definition, not to take what they read at face value. 84 As regards the latter, Thomas Mann may well have drawn on his reading of Ibsen, who, in An Enemy of the People (1882), relates a story that would also seem highly applicable to the cholera epidemic at Venice. I am grateful to Sander Gilman for having drawn my attention to this play. On historical precedents of such hush-ups, see Althammer. I thank Steven King and Beate Althammer for providing access to this forthcoming publication.
strategy of a hush-up. Such factors are centrally to do with the myth of Venice, spun and perpetuated in, above all, the second half of the nineteenth century by poets, thinkers, composers and visual artists 85 .This myth had cast Venice as the threshold between Asia and Europe, between the Dionysian and the Apollonian, between nature and culture, making the city the epitome of ambiguity and, as such, a place of both fascination and fear. An official admission of a cholera epidemic would have put an all too obvious and ghast grimace on the mythical Janus face of Venice. It would have turned the cultural entrepôt between the East and the West into a gateway for diseases of human traffic such as cholera -into a locus minoris resistentiae of the Western castle of health, into a weak point in the colonial fortifications against biological vengeance on the part of the colonised. It would have transformed a stronghold of culture and civilisation into a European hotbed of spreading infection. It would have forced the city where time marches to the beat of a different drum, where past and present are indistinguishable from one another, into the temporal grid of the age of hygiene, in which any claim to civilisation crucially depended on the absence of epidemic disease. It would have turned the city of (individual) love and (individual) death, the city of Tr istan, the bacteriological low-point of which had traditionally been marked by the genialising syphilis, into a ghost town of collective and degrading mass dying. And, last but not least, it would have forced people to acknowledge that reality can, on occasion, catch up with and indeed belie even the most powerful of myths. 
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